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“The concept of the virgin birth was embellished and taken even further by Augustine as a convenient tool for Jesus to 
bypass his loopy doctrine of original sin. This doctrine became part of established orthodoxy within the Church four hundred 
years after Jesus, but it is not held by—and I love the poetic irony of this—the Eastern Orthodox Churches. Augustine used 
one verse from Paul’s letter to the Romans 5:12, ‘Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin; 
and so death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned,’ to fabricate his doctrine of original sin. It was then enforced by 
a Roman emperor, Honorius, and basically stated that we’re all screwed because of Adam and Eve’s sin, which all of us 
inherit through the sex act of our parents. Therefore, if there was no sinful insemination of Mary by Joseph, then Jesus is 
free of original sin and his legend gets added weight in the process of his ultimate deification. 

“Augustine’s doctrine was challenged by other bishops, most vocally by a British monk and theologian, Pelagius. 
Augustine was forced to defend his foolish doctrine with bizarre rationalizations that left reason and basic human decency 
further and further behind, and in a series of letters he repeatedly made the claim that any babies who die before they are 
baptized are unfortunately destined for hell. Augustine most clearly articulated his cruel vision of unbaptized babies suffering 
‘eternal death,’ in On the Grace of Christ, and on Original Sin, writing: 

And so it happened that our anxiety about [Pelagius] was allayed to some extent by the following consideration, 
which rose almost to a proof, notwithstanding the fact of his unwillingness openly to confess that infants incur 
eternal death who depart this life without the sacrament of baptism. We argued: ‘If, as he seems to admit, eternal 
life can only accrue to them who have been baptized, it follows of course that they who die unbaptized incur 
everlasting death. This destiny, however, cannot by any means justly befall those who never in this life committed 
any sins of their own, unless on account of original sin.’ 
“Augustine was pressed into this idiotic rationalization in order to justify the ridiculous concepts he had formulated, 

because that is the kind of heartless and sadistic God the repressed clowns in the Church hierarchy envisioned in their 
demented minds—or at least as God was marketed by his scatter-brained public relations team after the product launch. 
Indeed, an Italian bishop, Julian of Eclanum, wrote a scathing indictment of Augustine and his God: ‘It would show a just 
and reasonable sense of propriety to treat you as beneath argument: you have come so far from religious feeling, from 
civilized standards, so far indeed from common sense, that you think your Lord capable of committing kinds of crime which 
are hardly found among barbarian tribes.’ 

“Lovely guy, don’t you think? I liked Augustine better when he was a hedonistic teacher of rhetoric, fornicating freely 
with his mistress before he converted to Christianity, flushed his reason down the toilet, and used his great talents, 
unfortunately for everyone that came after him, to become one of the most close-minded, dogmatic, and influential thinkers 
of Catholic doctrine. 

“Once again, the spin doctors had to move into action and a whole new load of steaming manure had to be thought up 
to get around the unfortunate corner Augustine had backed the Church into. And so, some creative Catholic minds, one of 
them being Abelard in the twelfth century, insisted any unbaptized babies would not suffer nor receive punishment; an idea 
that eventually became absorbed into the invented concept of limbo around 1300, a place dreamt up to hold all these poor, 
innocent, suffering babies. Then, in April 2007, the Vatican released a report on this touchy subject entitled, The Hope of 
Salvation for Infants Who Die Without Being Baptised, after several years of intense study and reflection by an entire committee of 
theologians—who, apparently, had nothing more important to do with their time. Their report, after all that time, money, 
and wasted energy, basically recanted Augustine’s assertion in the hope that God’s love will grant these babies salvation. 

“Sam Harris, in his book Letter to a Christian Nation, addressed this very issue and asked pointedly, ‘How can any educated 
person think this is anything but a hilarious, terrifying, and unconscionable waste of time?’ Why is it theologians always take 
the hardest route? Why can’t they make it easy on themselves and simply admit that, maybe, whatever the moronic doctrine 
was in the first place was just plain wrong, rather than expending so much time and mental energy thinking up a ton of 
philosophical diarrhea to get around it? ‘We goofed, our bad, moving on.’ Maybe, then, the Vatican could spend all their 
time and money on real issues, like caring for the poor, instead of wasting it on these ridiculous verbal gymnastics. Of course, 
the Catholic Church can’t just admit that they have been wrong all this time without seriously undermining their credibility 
and authority, so they are forced to go through this whole ridiculous charade in a lame attempt to save face. This has the 
unfortunate side effect of making them look even more pathetic, pedantic, out of touch with reality, and increasingly 
irrelevant to the general public who watch with amused indifference at the lengths to which the Vatican will go in order to 
rationalize their doctrines. 

“What is even sadder for all the needless suffering this doctrine caused for centuries, is that Augustine didn’t even base 
his nonsense and twaddle on the correct translation; as historian Charles Freeman pointed out in The Closing of the Western 
Mind: 

Augustine thought less critically about the scriptures, believing that they could be interpreted only in such a 
way as supported orthodoxy. Augustine’s uncritical reliance on the inadequate Latin translations of the original 
Greek and Hebrew versions made things worse. For instance, he interpreted the Latin of verse 12 of chapter 5 of 
Paul’s Epistle to the Romans to mean that all individuals sinned through Adam, hence to support the doctrine of 
an original sin, whereas if he had gone back to the original Greek he would have found that sin, which entered the 
world as a result of Adam’s transgression, was a “cosmic” force burdening all humanity in general rather than being 
born uniquely in each individual. No wonder the concept of original sin never travelled to the Greek world. 
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“Did you pay attention to the point about the inadequate Latin translations of the Greek and the Hebrew? Oxford 
professor of ancient history, Robin Lane Fox, discussed this point in his book, The Unauthorized Version: Truth and Fiction in 
the Bible: 

It is not, however, stated that what originated was sin or sinfulness, words which occur nowhere in the Hebrew 
text. It was St Augustine who ended by arguing that original sin had been transmitted to each of us through Adam, 
a view which he backed up by Paul’s language in Romans 5. However, he followed a mistranslation of it, based only 
on a Latin version of the text. Paul’s Greek had merely said that ‘death passed upon all men, because [in that] all 
sinned.’ Augustine followed an author who mistook it to say ‘death passed upon all men because of Adam [in 
whom] all sinned.’ Original sin was read unnecessarily into Genesis and was then forced on to Paul by a wrong 
translation of his writings. 
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